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Meet Harry Dresden, Chicago's first (and only) Wizard P.I. Turns out the 'everyday' world is full of

strange and magical things - and most of them don't play well with humans. That's where Harry

comes in. Harry has no friends on the White Council of Wizards, who find him brash and

undisciplined (and they may have a point). However, now vampire wars have thinned out the

wizards a little, they need him. So before he can blink, he's assigned to investigate rumours of black

magic. Harry's other problem is an old friend's daughter - all grown-up and in trouble already. Her

boyfriend insists he's innocent of something resembling a crime straight out of a horror film. This

first impression turns out to be ...well, pretty accurate, as Harry discovers malevolent entities

feeding on fear. All in a day's work for a wizard, his dog, and a talking skull named Bob. Magic - it

can get a guy killed.
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After the events in Dead Beat, Harry Dresden is now a Warden of the White Council, and one of his

first official acts you see him perform is to bear witness to the execution of a young warlock, no

more then a child, corrupted by his own power. From that moment on you should be able to chart

where the book will take you.If you know anything about Harry Dresden you will figure out his

feelings about what happened to that young man. If the previous novel was a showcase Harry's

slow decent to darkness, then this book will show his firm resolve to the do the right thing and

accept the consequences for all of his actions.Like Dead Beat, Butcher takes pains to pick almost



forgotten threads from previous novels and weave them into his story with great care, this time it is

not quite as obvious.This time out Harry is warned of dark magic being afoot, and a request for help

by the daughter of the last man on earth he wants to be involved with, Michael Carpenter Knight of

the Cross. With Harry sharing his brain with one of the Denarii, Lasciel he fears that Michael may

take issues with this as well as the recent events and his downward spiral to darkness. Harry

reluctantly gets involved, and nothing plays out the way he thinks.The book is shorter then some of

the previous installments, that only means Butcher cut out a lot of loose talk and got right too it,

Zelazney style. He manages to flood in detail after detail without drowning you in it. New readers

beware, while Butcher attempts to get people caught up by giving brief recaps, they do not do the

stories justice.Butcher also dusted off a couple of unused characters and made them shine like

jewels, just as he made Waldo Butters a hero in Dead Beat.

I've been with this series from the beginning and sometimes it's been a rough ride. I love the

concept, a wizard for hire in contemporary Chicago, and Butcher's writing always works, but I don't

always like Harry Dresden. Sometimes he plays the heroic victim, and I've always felt that

characters who set themselves up get what they deserve when it hits the fan.Initially this story came

close. Harry is now a warden for the White Council but they don't like him much and several are

waiting for the opportunity to take his head. And then there's the vampire's Red Court that has gone

to war with the wizards, mostly thanks to Harry's ineptness. And then there's the Summer and

Winter Courts in Faerie. Right again, Harry has few friends there. When he is asked to investigate

why the Fae haven't come to help the wizards, and is warned that black magic is being worked in

the city you know it's going to be a difficult week. Especially when it starts right out with someone

trying to run Harry over while he's in his VW bug.Harry does have friends - and oversexed skull

(Bob), a dog that eats vampires (Mouse), a holy knight (Michael), a tough police lieutenant

(Murphy), and a fallen angel (Lasciel). That's right, a fallen angel, not the best thing to have as a

friend. One of Harry's worst problems problem is that he hates asking for help, and, no surprise, he

volunteers for everything. So when Michael's daughter's boyfriend gets in trouble at a horror

convention that suddenly turns real it's Harry to the rescue. And the problems get worse and

worse.Just when I thought Harry was going to get eaten by a film monster as he so richly deserved,

the story swerved and became one of Butcher's best. Frankly, I can't explain it.
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